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I.

At a particularly low moment at the end of August 1937, Samuel Beckett wrote to Mary Manning Howe describing his recent fallow period at home in the Dublin suburb of Foxrock after returning from an extended trip to Germany:

I do nothing, with as little shame as satisfaction. It is the state that suits me best. I write the odd poem when it is there, that is the only thing worth doing. There is an ecstasy of accidia – willless in a grey tumult of idées obscures. There is an end to the temptation of light, its polite scorchings & consolations.¹

Beckett’s emphasis here is the nothing he is doing, but it might as well have been the ‘odd poem’ that is the occasional product of his acedia. Throughout his life, Beckett only ever wrote odd poems. Odd in a triple sense: of occurring at irregular intervals; of their being formally unusual, sui generis, even while often inspired by historical forms; and in the sense of their being somehow in addition to, awkward for their lack of a clear relation to otherwise so praised a body of work – not ‘the bride herself’, but the ‘odd maid out’, as he put it in an early short story.² Beckett was also oddly protective of his poetry: when questions of the collation and republication of early works came as he found fame, it was only his poetry collection, Echo’s Bones and Other Precipitates (1935), that he was really willing to see set in type again, this despite the little recognition it received the first time around, or since.³ From start to end, Beckett’s poetry remained an odd endeavour.

² ‘What a Misfortune’, MPTK, 139.
The first poetry Beckett wrote contributed to the conscious effort of building a name for himself through contests and literary publications. Early biographical entries mark out poetry as his primary focus. In the June 1930 issue of *transition*, he is ‘Samuel Beckett, an Irish poet and essayist’, and in *The European Caravan* (1931) he is ‘the most interesting of the younger Irish writers’ who ‘has adapted the Joyce method to his poetry with original results. His impulse is lyric, but has been deepened through this influence and the influence of Proust and of the historic method.’ Beckett’s early poems are well-suited to the brand of European modernism these publications represented, but as these descriptions make clear, he was very much steeped in an Irish modernist milieu as well, perhaps best indicated by the long poems, ‘Enueg I’ and ‘Sanies I’, set in and around Dublin. However, poetry had become even by August 1937 a genre of enervation to be undertaken, if only barely, in periods where more substantial work was not possible – moments of acedia, of depression, and of mourning. In those mid-career years in which Beckett produced critically regarded work in the genres of the novel and drama, the late 1940s to the early 1970s, he seems to have written almost no poetry whatsoever. It appears that the poetic impulse was either calmed by the steady fulfilment of other artistic projects, or else it was sublimated into the novels and plays of those productive years.

Sublimated, or simply amalgamated. There are the scraps of verse in the addenda to the novel *Watt* (1953) for example, written in the mid-1940s. The fourth ‘Addenda’ entry, ‘who may tell the tale’, and the twenty-third, ‘Watt will not’, are both included in Seán Lawlor and John Pilling’s *The Collected Poems of Samuel Beckett*. The eighth addendum, a quatrain beginning ‘Bid us sigh on from day to day’, similarly suggests that verse remained in and on Beckett’s mind while writing his novel. Whether or not the poems started out as discreet exercises is unclear as they appear simultaneously on the verso and recto pages of the *Watt* manuscript notebooks. Beckett wrote predominantly on the recto while using the verso for free thinking and revision. It is therefore not possible to discern whether he wrote the poems first as part of drafting the prose or first on the verso and then incorporated them. See *CP*, 393–394.

---


6 *CP*, 109; 110.

7 Whether or not the poems started out as discreet exercises is unclear as they appear simultaneously on the verso and recto pages of the *Watt* manuscript notebooks. Beckett wrote predominantly on the recto while using the verso for free thinking and revision. It is therefore not possible to discern whether he wrote the poems first as part of drafting the prose or first on the verso and then incorporated them. See *CP*, 393–394.
though, is not included in any volume of Beckett’s poetry. Similarly, in the realm of Beckett’s drama, a poetic impulse is on display in the chant Clov sings near the conclusion of *Fin de partie*:

```
Joli oiseau, quitte ta cage,
Vole vers ma bien-aimée,
Niche-toi dans son corsage,
Dis-lui combine je suis emmerdè.
```

These examples are clearly, which is to say formally, verse. Clov’s ‘Joli oiseau’ serves the dramatic art of fleshing out this character and this world, but it is also a captivating combination of child’s song and love lyric, held in balance with a sense of existential dead-end. Yet this blend of allusion, erotics, and spiritual desperation is very much what makes up the substance of this play; should we extract a moment of lineated verse and call it a poem in and of itself? Everything about its nestled fittingness here within the play makes it lack the oddness of Beckett’s independent poems, yet this compulsion to include verse and song is, in its own way, odd. ‘Joli oiseau’ is, then, among those poetic works, like the *Watt* addenda poems, that do not neatly fit into a study of the author’s poetry as such, even while they demonstrate something about Beckett as a poet.

Then there are those moments in Beckett’s prose when lyricism bursts through: instances not representationally of verse, but poetic nonetheless. Any reader of Beckett’s prose will likely have stumbled on an example, but one demonstration might be the ending sentences of ‘The Calmative’ (1946): ‘[...] in vain I raised without hope my eyes to the sky to look for the Bears. For the light I stepped in put out the stars, assuming they were there, which I doubted, remembering the clouds.’ In the experimental prose Beckett began writing in the early 1960s with works like *All Strange Away* (1964), *Ping* (1966) and *Lessness* (1970), the poetic impulse toward lyricism morphs into an attention to language, to its sound and rhythm, that is fundamentally poetic in nature – the rhythms and repetitions of *Lessness*, for example, are central to the textual experience. But such emphasis on the sounds of words had long been an element of his style, from the

---

8 The likely reason the other two *Watt* poems are included in volumes of the poems is both were recorded by Beckett for Lawrence Harvey in the 1970s – that is, their inclusion preserves both the slim history of Beckett performing his work and the fact that Beckett chose these poems when asked to recite his own verse.

9 *Fin de partie* (Paris: Éditions de Minuit, 1957), 105. This has no counterpart in the English *Endgame*.

10 CSP, 76–77.
comedic wordplay of lists and permutations in *Watt* to the collapse of the speaking self in his novel *The Unnamable*.

Lyricism is to be found in his dramatic masterpieces, too, as exemplified by the rhythmic exchange of dialogue in *Waiting for Godot* which begins after Estragon evokes ‘All the dead voices’, a passage excerpted for Derek Mahon’s 1972 anthology *Modern Irish Poetry*. That poetry, or lyricism, was innate to Beckett’s work in all genres helps resolve the mystery of why he seemed to feel no need to write poems when he was not in those states of willless tumult described to Mary Manning Howe. It helps us to understand why in the chronology of composition there is a period that stretches nearly two decades beginning at the end of the 1940s without an original poem to show (at least none which has survived).

To tease out what is and what is not a Beckett poem is worth some consideration. Poetry is not only a genre formally distinguishable from other kinds of writing, however poetically one might compose novels or plays; it is also an atmosphere of critical concern with particular connotations of tradition and legacy. In 1933, as he struggled to come up with another story for his *More Pricks than Kicks* collection, Beckett remarked to Thomas MacGreevy that it was through poetry that he really hoped for success at the time: ‘If only I could get the poems off now I’d be crowned.’ As John Pilling has put it, Beckett ‘thought of poetry as the ne plus ultra of genres, the medium in which greatness was most difficult to acquire, but imperishable once acquired’.

What Beckett did and did not recognise as poetry when discussing or publishing his work matters, then, and moments when he chose to write poetry, particularly after he made his name in other genres, matters also. To call something a poem introduces a specific tradition of critical reading; a specific understanding of inheritance, reference and tradition; and, indeed, possibly even a specific form of prestige, one Beckett never really achieved with his poetry despite his deep engagement with the traditions to which it connects. Indeed, another way of looking at Beckett’s return to verse writing in the 1970s is that prestige was no longer an issue; poetry once again had become for him a necessity. For all these reasons and more, the authors in this volume have undertaken, in various ways, the work of...
II.

The critical prospect of ‘Beckett as poet’ has been so overshadowed by Beckett as novelist and dramatist that a glance over the critical history might throw into doubt that he wrote poetry at all. Reviewing the *Collected Poems in English and French* in 1977, Richard Coe observed that, at the time of writing, an estimated 5,000 scholarly and critical items had been published on Beckett, including sixty books. Of those, Coe noted, only Lawrence Harvey’s *Samuel Beckett: Poet and Critic* (1970) treated Beckett’s poetry with any serious attention. Five decades later the picture is little different, save that the first figure pales in comparison to the number of publications dedicated to Beckett’s work today. A healthy number of essays have been published on Beckett’s poetry, but Harvey’s remains the only full-length study. This is no doubt in part a result of the lack, until 2012, of a proper ‘collected’ poems, but one continues to find whole monographs dedicated to Beckett’s work which make no mention of his poetry writing.

Harvey’s *Poet and Critic* recognises that the poetry formed a significant part of Beckett’s writing life. Harvey acknowledges the poems are ‘difficult if not hermetic’ from the start, but he sees their difficulty as a result of their unique relationship to Beckett’s intellectual and emotional life, his ‘human realities’: ‘they are filled with allusions to worlds beyond the world of poetry – to literature and philosophy, to Ireland and France and especially the Dublin and Paris that Beckett knew as a young man, to events in the life of the poet’. This is one way to understand Beckett’s ‘lyric impulse’ described in those early modernist publication biographies – the poems are ‘difficult’ in a recognisably modernist sense of allusion and intellectualism, mediated through an often intense lyric subjectivity. Harvey’s emphasis on Beckett’s private, inner life for reading the poetry anticipates the substantial biographical information Lawlor and Pilling deemed necessary to provide in the commentary of their *Collected Poems*.

---

15 For a bibliography of criticism on Beckett’s poetry, see *CP*, 479–485.
Beyond its interpretative treatment of the poems, Harvey’s monograph was for some time also the only place that interested readers could find certain poems reprinted, notably the four poems published in 1931 in *The European Caravan* – ‘Hell Crane to Starling’, ‘Casket of Pralinen for a Daughter of a Dissipated Mandarin’, ‘Yoke of Liberty’ and ‘Text [3]’ – not available again until the Calder 2002 *Collected Poems 1930–1989*. Harvey’s study is, though, limited by the obvious fact that it was produced while Beckett was still alive and writing. Harvey did not in the late 1960s know, of course, that Beckett would return to poetry (shortly after *Poet and Critic* was published, in fact), and indeed that he would later produce some of his most affecting poems. It therefore remains the case that there is no book-length study of Beckett’s complete poetry apart from compendium works and encyclopaedic overviews such as Ruby Cohn’s *A Beckett Canon* (2001).

The only other extended study of Beckett’s poems came in 2007 with the sixth issue of the *Fulcrum* literary journal. Edited by Philip Nikolayev, ‘Samuel Beckett as Poet’ brought together scholars, critics and people who knew Beckett to reflect on his poetry and poetics. In his introduction, Nikolayev laid bare the dearth of available criticism on the poetry and signalled the impact that a collected poems and projects such as the published letters would have (particularly given how frequently Beckett includes whole or parts of poems in his correspondence). Nikolayev has been proved right, especially in the work of some of the *Fulcrum* contributors who have continued to enlarge our understanding of the poems and the traditions they speak to, particularly Marjorie Perloff, Mark Nixon and David Wheatley, all of whom have written regularly on the poetry before and after the *Collected* appeared; Nixon and Wheatley carry on their thinking here. Nikolayev’s call for scholarly treatments of the poems came to fruition first in Wheatley’s *Selected Poems: 1930–1989* (2009), published as part of the Faber & Faber ‘Reader’s editions’ Beckett series; and then in Lawlor and Pilling’s *Collected Poems* (2012). Wheatley’s *Selected* and Lawlor and Pilling’s *Collected* are each valuable and complementary. Wheatley’s edition, friendly to a general readership interested in the poetry, provides a short prefatory essay that demonstrates the immense worth of having a practising poet attend to Beckett’s poems. It also offers reliable texts and an editorially principled treatment of the mirlitonades, as

---

17 Cohn, *A Beckett Canon* (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2004), 7. Cohn’s is an indispensable text but one that confesses to its own limitations on the poetry, depending as it does on Harvey for its analysis (though Cohn offers useful and insightful points of disagreement).
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well as an appendix of some of the only reliably rendered English translations for these and other poems in French. Wheatley’s contribution to this present volume, which explores the centrality of the human body throughout the corpus of Beckett’s poetry, continues to demonstrate the insightful sensitivity that Wheatley brings as a reader. For their part, Lawlor and Pilling’s labour of gathering nearly all of Beckett’s poems and poetic translations in sound textual versions with extended scholarly apparatus, variants and intertextual detail, provides the groundwork such that the critical deficit might begin to be rectified.18

Two recent areas, one of scholarship and one of appreciation and influence, offer noteworthy exceptions to the lack of attention to Beckett’s poems. With the opening up of Beckett’s archives, alongside the letters and Selected/Collected Poems projects, manuscript studies of Beckett’s poems have become a more frequent occurrence, notably by Nixon, Wheatley and Dirk Van Hulle (who returns to the materiality of the late poetry in his chapter here).19 Van Hulle included ‘what is the word’, Beckett’s final poem (and final work of any kind), in the inaugural volume of the Beckett Digital Manuscript Project genetic dossier series.20 ‘What is the word’ is also unique for its part in performances of Beckett’s non-dramatic works. In 2019, the performance group Rosetta Life produced ‘This Here: An exploration of fragility and embodiment amongst stroke survivors’, for which ‘what is the word’ is the core text. The poem also formed the backbone of Pan Pan Theatre’s 2020 performance piece, itself titled ‘What is the word’, which combined audio-visual effects with readings of Beckett’s poems. These mark only the latest in the curious life of Beckett’s poems in the world of performance art. The theatre group Mouth on Fire have included readings of Beckett’s French and

18 ‘Nearly all’ because there are some absences. As John Pilling has discussed, the ‘Petit Sot’ poems remain uncollected due to copyright issues. See Pilling’s ‘“Dead before Morning”: How Beckett’s “Petit Sot” Never Got Properly Born’, Journal of Beckett Studies 24, no. 2 (2015): 198–209. In the case of the Mexican Anthology translations, Lawlor and Pilling offered only a representative sampling to prevent overwhelming the contents of an already large volume. And, as discussed by Mark Nixon in the present volume, there is the ‘missing Poème’, ‘Match Nul’, discovered only after the Collected’s publication.


English poems in various performances, often with their own Irish translations, and composers including Gavin Bryars, Bill Hopkins, Henning Christiansen, Pelle Gudmundsen-Holmgreen and Rhian Samuel have all either set Beckett’s poems to music or used them to generate new compositions. Bryars has no compunction about referring to Beckett as a poet, and in attending with a musician’s eye and ear to the poetry, is particularly sensitive to the intricacies and rhythms of Beckett’s translations and bilingual writings.

III.

Beckett’s poetry career makes specific critical and scholarly demands. Fundamentally, treating Beckett’s poems as distinct from his other work requires asking questions about the idiosyncratic nature of poetry. What renders it distinct? Is it a matter of form? Of compositional approach? Of text and intertext? Of reception and reading? Various chapters in this volume deal with these issues directly and indirectly. They also confront the issue of understanding what poetry was to Beckett and how it contributed to his writing life broadly. At times, Beckett applied specific sensibilities when it came to discerning what he valued in his own poetry, namely that poems should in some way ‘represent a necessity’.

The necessity of writing poems, the necessity of their existence in the world and the necessity of their content and form – these are all entangled here. The aim of the present volume, therefore, is to provide as wide a coverage as possible of Beckett’s poetry from a range of perspectives, from biographical and archival analysis to situating Beckett in various poetic traditions. Across the volume, readers will find essays which deal with each of the periods, those odd moments, in which Beckett was producing poetry or undertaking poetry translations. Together, these chapters provide a systematic exploration of the major phases of Beckett’s poetry writing.

While the gathering of scholarly chapters is not the same as compiling a collection of Beckett’s poems, it still requires certain decisions about the

21 Of note is the 2019 production at the Teatro Apolo in Almeria, Spain, in which tri-lingual readings of Beckett’s poems linked English and Irish language performances of Rockaby and Come and Go.
23 ‘Gavin Bryars on Samuel Beckett: “There is something particularly satisfying about devoting a collection of songs to a single poet”’, Independent, 18 July 2014, Online.
24 LSB I, 133.
nature of Beckett’s poetry. We have, for example, included a chapter about Beckett’s *Anthology of Mexican Poetry* translations in which José Francisco Fernández provides a full scholarly account of the conditions of its creation and considers the place of Beckett’s translations in the context of his own work and the context of Mexican poetry. One chapter in the volume, then, is focused on a set of translations that could arguably account for perhaps a third (or more) of Beckett’s summative poetic output if measured by page count (as Fernández describes, Beckett completed 103 translations by thirty-five poets for the volume). But is Beckett’s translation of Manuel Acuña’s ‘Before a Corpse’, for example, written largely as a paying gig treated not without ambivalence in a period just before his career took off in a serious way, a Beckett poem? What of the arguably more intentional undertaking that is Beckett’s ‘Bateau ivre’, or his translation of Apollinaire’s ‘Zone’ – are these simply English *versions* of landmarks of modern French poetry, or something more literally substantial? We may also think of Beckett’s translation from French of Ernst Moerman’s remarkable ‘Louis Armstrong’, a poem that evokes, as Onno Kosters explores in this volume, a moment and an atmosphere in the 1930s of which Beckett was very much a part. Beckett as a young *jazzster* is, to certain images we have of the author, a bizarre if not perverse idea. And yet Kosters teaches us much about what is to be found in the serious treatment of Beckett’s very earliest translations. There is yet another question to ask: do Beckett’s ‘que ferais-je’ and ‘what would I do’, for example, constitute two mid-career Beckett poems, or a single poem made available by its author in two versions? The poetry of each, whatever is the material of ‘poetry’, seems only increased by the relation between the two; this is the topic of Pascale Sardin’s expert and exacting treatment of Beckett’s self-translated poems.

The young Beckett began his career with ‘Whoroscope’, published by Nancy Cunard and the Hours Press in 1930. By the time Beckett’s first and only integral collection of poems, *Echo’s Bones and Other Precipitates*, was published in 1935, he had already moved through at least two stages in his development as a poet (while also writing and abandoning a novel, *Dream of Fair to Middling Women*, and putting together a short story collection, *More Pricks Than Kicks*). Collecting select poems written between 1931 and 1935, *Echo’s Bones* captures Beckett’s transition (though obfuscated somewhat by the order of the volume’s poems) away from an earlier poetic form oriented around surreal poems of a disjointed and flâneurishly urban perspective, poems of ‘weirdness and dislocation’, as explored by Andrew Goodspeed in our opening chapter. These poems are, as Mark Byron demonstrates, both skilfully attuned to and anxiously
reaching beyond the modernist poetics to which they are indebted. Both the cityscapes and the modernism out of which these earlier poems emerged are Irish inflected. Inter-war Ireland was Beckett’s most immediate milieu and, as Gerald Dawe argues, he was far more engaged with it than his aloof attitude often suggests. His most frequent correspondence in the 1930s was with the Irish poet and art critic Thomas MacGreevy, and Beckett counted as close friends (for a time at least) the Irish modernists Brian Coffey and Denis Devlin. All three received due praise in Beckett’s slim body of criticism from the 1930s, as Dawe discusses, and Beckett did not fully extricate himself from the Irish cultural scene until after the Second World War.

Aloofness and apparent indifference are often the cause of scholarly disquiet when judging Beckett’s cultural inheritances. His dismissal of Romanticism broadly, for example, has frustrated close examination of the poetry in this context. Conceiving Romanticism as a negotiation of capitalist ideology, Edward Lee-Six reveals that Beckett’s poetry not only benefits from a Romanticist critical framework, but also enables fresh readings of that very framework in turn. Hannah Simpson complicates the notion of ‘poetic inheritance’ further by considering the spectre of Beckett among Northern Irish poets including Derek Mahon, Paul Muldoon and Leontia Flynn. At times, Simpson argues, Beckett is a mediating figure for wider cultural concerns; at others, he is a burden that must be shed, only to return as a haunting presence that troubles monolithic conceptions of ‘Ireland’ and ‘Irishness’. Simpson’s chapter offers a scholarly model for further explorations of Beckettian inheritances among poets in other cultural and national contexts.

The transition Echo’s Bones marks is a shift towards concision and reduction in Beckett’s writing (something that would come to his prose and drama much later). In 1934, he moved to primarily brief, epigrammatic poems that would prove the more durable genre to turn to at his odd intervals. These kinds of poems (‘Da Tagte Es’, written after the death of his father, is an early example) tended to be more formally regular than the equally brief, late mirlitonnades, but taken together it is epigrammatic poetry that makes up the majority of poetic creations that Beckett seemed to think of as complete. Though very few extend to more than four or five lines, the poems of Beckett’s epigrammatic turn are, as James Brophy demonstrates, crucial to mapping out the genesis of Beckett’s affection for the ‘gnomic’ quality of language and of poetry in particular.

As Beckett began establishing himself in the French literary world after the war, poems (now in his adopted new language) were once again useful in pursuing literary credibility. In November 1946, for example, during a